
                                                                 
 
 
SIRC True Perspectives Seminar – May 10 
FBI at Work in Coastal Georgia  
At the fourth True Perspectives Seminar of the year, FBI agent Gene Kowel gave insights on how the FBI detects 
domestic and international terrorism plots in coastal Georgia. He also covered other FBI programs to combat 
spying, cyber attacks and old-fashioned criminal acts. 
 
The San Bernardino massacre last year was a gruesome reminder that not just prominent population centers like 
New York and Boston are terrorism sites. There are now fanatics residing in the U.S. that act without directives from 
the Middle East but just out of misguided beliefs that jihad against Western values is their calling. 
 
New vigilance requires “if you see something, say something.” Traditional ways of catching criminals were looking 
at their past acts. Now their first strike is the disaster. Often they prefer perceived martyrdom, so a pattern of “bank 
robberies” does not reveal their modus operandi. 
There was a now renowned avowed terrorist that planned a huge bomb attack in Times Square in 2010, but luck 
prevented the device from going off. The FBI apprehended him before he could return to Pakistan where he trained 
in bomb making.  
 
The real quandary with these types of terrorists is that they don’t really disclose their plans to cohorts where there 
might be leaks and advance texts or emails to alert of the impending disaster. 
Yet often there are other clues, like in the San Bernardino case, where a collection of guns were observed coming 
from suspicious characters who were obviously Middle Eastern in origin. (Editor’s note: yet but political correctness 
prevented any alert of the local police or the FBI.) 
 
The message now is when in doubt, call and let the police decide whether to follow up or to call in the FBI. The FBI 
works very closely with local police, despite the Hollywood portrayals like in Die Hard, where the FBI was 
caricatured as bossy credit seekers who overruled local police. 
 
FBI’s Changing Strategy 
On cooperation, it was admitted that prior to 9/11, the U.S. security agencies tended to keep information to 
themselves without sharing with the FBI. That has changed dramatically, as the overall goal is shared by all that the 
new danger is worldwide jihad and more specifically Home Grown Violent Extremism. Prevention is now the mode 
rather than investigation and subsequent criminal prosecution. 
Kowel himself has had numerous overseas assignments with the FBI in Afghanistan and Iraq to work cases to 
defend America’s Homeland. 
 
The old mode of the FBI used to be mostly quick reaction, but the consequences of terrorism make detection in 
advance much more important. And the key tool is talking to people who have information on suspicious activity, 
and surveillance of potential perpetrators and possible cells to which they belong. It is recognized that the FBI has 
to overcome basic citizen reluctance to talk, often because of fear of retribution if they are identified. This has been 
seen before in basic crime cases, where even victims were scared of being attacked again. 
 
Counter Intelligence – 2nd Priority for the FBI 
Surprisingly in this area, the FBI is involved in detecting spying, not just from foreign governments but corporations 
seeking trade secrets from domestic leaders in technology fields. Also recognize that we have major military bases 
here – Hunter Army Air Field, Camp Stewart and Kings Bay Naval Station. The U.S. military and U.S. corporations 
have world leading technology that other foes would love to steal. 
 
Cyber Crime 
This newest threat also has close attention from the FBI.  The “dark net” has the potential to hide plots from being 
detected, so the FBI is ratcheting up its skills in this area. Also be aware of their general mode of partnering with 
other experts, and not containing all the skills internally. 
The FBI is actually much smaller than people realize – only 14,000 agents, with another 27,000 backup staff.  
(Editor’s note: this is way smaller than the 93,000 IRS agents and about the same size as the NYC police 
department.) So the FBI mode of partnering with other law enforcement and detection groups is their forte, as they 



recognize that often special multi-source Task Forces can be very effective. Some that are temporary task forces 
are disbanded when the project is done, but very effective in concentrating resources. 
 
Regular Crime 
Ironically this traditional area of expertise is now relegated to fourth place in priority for the FBI, not because it is not 
important to catch bank robbers and kidnappers, but unfortunately due to the rise of these other risks. To oversee 
this and all the other functions has the FBI organized in 56 major field offices (largest cities), and 380 substations, 
like the ones on Coastal Georgia. 
Here there is still plenty to do other than the new national threats of terrorism and cyber crime. 
Gang violence often means surveillance and quick response when the gang leaders have profound influence in 
drug deals and retribution among gangs. Also there is an emergence of sex trafficking with young women and girls 
as well as corporate and political corruption (bribery) that warrant applying the special skills of the FBI in this area. 
 
Overall Strategy Evolving 
Given the perils facing America the FBI has had to revisit its overall methods in order to work smarter and not just 
harder. The major terrorism and cyber threats mean it is more important to gather intelligence instead of relying on 
post event investigation. Federal and state laws plus the U.S. Constitution dealing with privacy do not make it easy 
to do wire taps to gather intelligence. The popularity of TV programs showing spying on criminals often amuses FBI 
agents, as they know the ability to get advance judicial warrants is way harder than portrayed in these shows. 
              
 

 

 



 

    

            
                   


